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Type (Variable) Multi-Pump Air Rifle Crosman Pumpmaster 760, Crosman 760 Pumpmaster Type (variable) Multi-Pump Pneumatic Air Rifle U.S. Manufacturing HistoryDesignerCrosmanDesigned1964ManufacturrCrosmanUnit costUSD 25.00± 39.99±No. built more than 16,000,000 soldVariants760B (black), 760p (pink), 760SB (Silver Barrel), 760XLS, 760
PowermasterSpecificationsMass2 lb 12 ounces. Length33.5CartridgeSteel BB's, lead pelletsCaliber.177 (4.5 mm)BarrelsOneActionBolt Action, Pneumatic PumpMuzzle velocityBB: Up to 645 fps , Pellet: Up to 615 fpsFeed system shot pellets clip, 18 BB Journal (200 BB Reservoir)SightsFront: Fiber Optical (Fixed) Rear: Notch Sight, adjustable for height Crosman Pumpmaster
760, or Crosman 760 Pumpmaster, is an American-made multi-camp pneumatic pistol that is made for targeting, plinking, and small pest control. The Crosman 760 Pumpmaster is a BB pistol with over 16 million copies sold. It has a caliber .177 and can shoot up to 645 fps for BBs and 615 for Pellets. The pellets are loaded into a 5-shot clip, while BBs have an 18-shot log that is
served out by a 200-shot tank. It comes in standard with a fiber optic front sight, but can accommodate an area of 3/8 inches (9.5 mm) of pigeon rail on top of the receiver. The rear sight is a noty look and adjusted for height using a 5-rail lift piece. Hunting This weapon can be used to hunt small pests, in up to a small blink. The 760 Pumpmaster is very accurate for non-barrel-
barreled firearms, and is capable of hitting a target at a range of up to 20 yards. By shooting pellets at 600 feet per second (180 m/s), this gun is able to effectively steer small games such as rats or seniors on ranges not covered for 10-15 yards. External links Pumpmaster 760 on the official website of Crosman This article related to weapons is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by
expanding it.vte extracted from looking for some information. I took this old Crosman powermaster 760 off the market run for $7. Won't put pressure on everyone, took it apart, appears the piston cup has been torn. I wonder if anyone can identify a variant of the rifle. Serial number 05825197 Looking for some information. I took this old Crosman powermaster 760 off the market run
for $7. Won't put pressure on everyone, took it apart, appears the piston cup has been torn. I wonder if anyone can identify a variant of the rifle. Serial number 05825197 According to your series, it was made in May 1982. According to the 1982 model had a plastic bolt. Brass mine Also, in search of spare parts, it seems to be an old-style valve, and the piston cup this model also
precedes the mechanism with a trigger to prevent shooting with the bolt open. That's why I'm here. According to The The 1982 model had a plastic bolt. Brass mine Also, in search of spare parts, it seems to be an old-style valve, and the piston cup this model also precedes the mechanism with a trigger to prevent shooting with the bolt open. It is possible the previous owner put in a
part of another pistol that was used for spare parts Perhaps the previous owner put in the part of another pistol that was used for spare parts yes, option 3, since it has the same valve as my version 1 built 6/70; Yes, option 3, since it has the same valve as my version 1 built 6/70; I'm in the process of recovering 760 not sure of age, but it has a plastic stock, plastic forearm, plastic
bolt with brass flap lever assembling brass and noted. He created no pressure, everything was nasty gritty. I'm thinking of a new piston cup, a replacement valve, lost lubricant and resurfacing, painting and smoothing. I'm in the process of recovering 760 not sure of age, but it has a plastic stock, plastic forearm, plastic bolt with brass flap lever assembling brass and noted. He
created no pressure, everything was nasty gritty. I'm thinking of a new piston cup, a replacement valve, lost lubricant and resurfacing, painting and smoothing. Is there rice of it? Sounds like a pump master? Is there rice of it? Sounds like a pump master? I pulled 760 out of Dad's store. I've looked all over it but can't find any serial number to identify. I haven't opened it yet, but it
looks like a plastic receiver, plastic bolt, rear site looks to be attached to two spots of welds, plastic broth and fore end. It doesn't have a front view. It will not be pumped and needs to be replaced by bolts. Is there a way to narrow down the manufacturing date so I can get spare parts? I pulled 760 out of Dad's store. I've looked all over it but can't find any serial number to identify. I
haven't opened it yet, but it looks like a plastic receiver, plastic bolt, rear site looks to be attached to two spots of welds, plastic broth and fore end. It doesn't have a front view. It will not be pumped and needs to be replaced by bolts. Is there a way to narrow down the manufacturing date so I can get spare parts? Look closely at the receiver. Pumpmaster's plastic receiver definitely
has a serial number either on the side or at the bottom of the receiver shelter. Look closely at the receiver. Pumpmaster's plastic receiver definitely has a serial number either on the side or at the bottom of the receiver shelter. Thank you! I'll see again when I get home on Thursday. If I still can't find it I'll try to post a couple of pics. Thank you! I'll see again when I get home on
Thursday. If I still can't find it I'll try to post a couple of pics. I guess I was looking in the wrong place. Just looked at the right pumping tube and finally found the serial number. The site Krosman was made august 84 makes it the 7th generation. Now I can get some parts to get it running again. I guess I was looking in the wrong place. Just looked at the right side of the pumping
tube and and The serial number has been found. The site Krosman was made august 84 makes it the 7th generation. Now I can get some parts to get it running again. I think it's maybe the gun in this video, or this guy, maybe the one who's responsible for it. I think it's maybe the gun in this video, or this guy, maybe the one who's responsible for it. jrmwbilly: Hi, I just joined mainly
because I saw your 760 while checking through search engines. I haven't seen any others exactly like mine, so I thought if we could talk about my second rebuild that I'm going to start in 20-odd years. I have a set from Ebay. Thank you, Bruce J (Biznawich) jrmwbilly: Hi, I just joined mainly because I saw your 760 when checking through search engines. I haven't seen any others
exactly like mine, so I thought if we could talk about my second rebuild that I'm going to start in 20-odd years. I have a set from Ebay. Thank you, Bruce J (Biznawich) jmrwbilly: my serial - it's 05841507 Biznawich jmrwbilly: my serial y 05841507 Biznawich jrmbilly: My question most likely concerns mods to increase power, if not accuracy. Thanks again, Biznawich jrmwbilly: My
question is most likely about mods to increase power, if not accuracy. Thanks again, Biznawich Looking at this serial number starting from scratch as a couple of my specials, I'm not sure it's 5/78 or 5/84? Option 3 will be the 70s and still a metal receiver. Here's a pic of my 760 version 4, from 1/77 with a metal receiver and brass bolt; Looking at this serial number starting from
scratch as a couple of my specials, I'm not sure it's 5/78 or 5/84? Option 3 will be the 70s and still a metal receiver. Here's a pic of my 760 version 4, from 1/77 with a metal receiver and brass bolt; Hello unionrdr, thank you for the response. My block option 3 checked. Plastic stock (good quality plastic I guess ... if such a thing exists lol, probably Lexan , it was used a lot then) and
wooden hand pump. I found a nicked cup on a piston and felt probably needs replacing as well. I did a 4 o-ring replacement/maintenance like I did about 20 years ago, but no pressure build-up this time. I've never taken the shutter end apart since I owned it, although it looks as if it was dismantled in its time, judging by the scratches... I'm the second owner. I don't think anything at
this end could be a disaster anyway. Do you know anyone I can buy from such a beast as a piston assembly #130-59 for this 760? I only had a great service out of this gun and now it's my grandchildren's turn if I can get it running. Any help would be very appreciated, sir. Thank you, Bruce W Jennings (biznawich) Hello unionrdr, for the answer. My block option 3 checked. Plastic
stock (good quality plastic I guess ... if such a thing exists lol, probably Lexan , it was used a lot then) and wooden hand pump. I found a nicked cup on a piston and felt most likely in need of And. I did a 4 o-ring replacement/maintenance like I did about 20 years ago, but no pressure build-up this time. I've never taken the shutter end apart since I owned it, although it looks as if it
was dismantled in its time, judging by the scratches... I'm the second owner. I don't think anything at this end could be a disaster anyway. Do you know anyone I can buy from such a beast as a piston assembly #130-59 for this 760? I only had a great service out of this gun and now it's my grandchildren's turn if I can get it running. Any help would be very appreciated, sir. Thank
you, Bruce W Jennings (BIZNAWICH) Well, first, you have to seal and restore the valve and all that too. You can't fix those 760s halfway. Secure Email has NOS parts. You can also check out my video on the 760 version of one restomod on Youtube. Look for the union channel. Well, first, you have to seal and restore the valve and all that too. You can't fix those 760s halfway.
Secure Email has NOS parts. You can also check out my video on the 760 version of one restomod on Youtube. Look for the union channel. Channel. crosman powermaster 760 serial number lookup. crosman 1377 serial number lookup
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